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Executive Summary

In 2018-19, nearly 175,000 California students were enrolled in nonclassroom-based charter schools, representing 27 percent of all charter school students in the state. This number reflects the rapid expansion of such schools over the past decade: In 2014, just 18 percent of newly approved charter schools were nonclassroom-based; by 2019 that figure had reached 43 percent. But this sector has also been plagued with repeated scandals and poor educational performance. In the late 1990s, a series of scandals that included one charter school illegally distributing public funds to a network of private religious schools and another paying exorbitant “management fees” to a private company owned by the school’s executives led legislators to adopt new regulations governing these schools’ funding. Unfortunately, the new law has not led to significant improvement in either the quality of education or the prevalence of corruption in these schools.

Following a new set of scandals that saw one of the largest charter school chains charged with defrauding the state of nearly $50 million, legislators imposed a two-year moratorium on authorizing new nonclassroom-based charter schools, intending to use this period to craft stricter regulations. The moratorium expires at the end of 2021, and legislators will need to use the 2021 session to develop a more permanent solution to this problem. This report provides legislators the first comprehensive assessment of California’s nonclassroom-based charter schools, in order to determine what policies can best safeguard both taxpayer dollars and educational quality.
Defining “Nonclassroom-Based” Charter Schools

By law, any charter school in which less than 80 percent of student learning occurs in a physical classroom is classified as “nonclassroom-based” (NCB). Within this category, schools offer several different teaching models. The majority of NCB charter school students are enrolled in schools whose education is delivered primarily online, whether under the direction of a teacher or through self-guided programs. Others rely on more traditional forms of instruction, including local arts or enrichment classes, paper packets, textbooks, and parental instruction at home.

While this report examines all types of NCB charter schools, it focuses primarily on those whose education is delivered primarily online. Online education represents a new pedagogy developed over the past 20 years, and has been touted as a revolutionary innovation with the potential to radically improve education. In 2011, for instance, former California Board of Education president Reed Hastings and former U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced a federal initiative to support the development of online teaching programs, declaring their goal of “advancing breakthrough technologies that transform teaching and learning.” Hastings and Duncan projected that “technology could personalize and accelerate instruction for students of all education levels” and “provide equitable access to a world-class education for millions of students stuck attending substandard schools.” The programs that Hastings and Duncan promote don’t merely replace printed with digital textbooks. To a large degree, they replace the role of human teachers. Digital education products are designed to track each assignment a student performs, recording correct and incorrect answers, and on that basis steering students to the next set of readings, videos, or exercises. To a large degree, these programs are meant to serve as a complete, self-contained curriculum – combining textbook, homework, and evaluations all in one software product. This model of education has been most enthusiastically embraced in NCB charter schools, and because its pedagogy is so different from that of traditional homeschooling, we thought it was important to evaluate these schools as a category of their own.

The business model and cost structure of online charter schools present unique problems for policy makers. In most jurisdictions, online charter schools receive the same per-pupil funding as traditional brick-and-mortar public schools, despite having fewer costs. Indeed, it is this gap between per-pupil funding and actual operating costs that has made digital education such a booming and profitable industry. In 2019, the global education technology market was valued at just over $76 billion, with projections for the industry to grow by 18 percent per year from 2020 to 2027. But if excess profits represent a boon for investors, for the public they represent a waste of badly needed school resources. Since online charter schools operate with a unique cost structure, we thought it important to analyze this group of schools separately, with a special focus on the two largest chains of online charter schools, Connections Academy and K12 Inc.

It is important to note that the online education discussed in this report is very different from the “Distance Learning” that students in traditional public schools have experienced.
During the COVID-19 crisis, Distance Learning is conducted by a certified teacher from the student’s neighborhood school together with their normal classmates. Students are required to be engaged in school activities for 3-4 hours per day, with all classes including “daily live interaction” with the teacher and fellow students, and all pre-recorded or asynchronous assignments created by the student’s own teacher. None of these requirements apply to online charter schools. Thus, this report is not an examination of online education as a whole, but specifically of the type of learning offered in online charter schools.

The Quality of Education in Online Charter Schools Is Significantly Worse Than That in Traditional Public Schools – for Every Type of Student

Despite the promises made about digital education, the track record of online charter schools has been uniformly negative for every demographic subgroup of students. For the first time, this report presents data from the California School Dashboard for the year 2018-19, measuring how online charter schools performed relative to the state average. Out of a total of 313 NCB schools, we identified 156 charter schools that deliver their educational program primarily online, representing 49 percent of all NCB schools and two-thirds of NCB students. (See Methodological Appendix for detailed explanation of how this universe of schools was identified and how performance measures were calculated). As shown in Table A, the educational outcomes of online charter schools are significantly below the state average, by every measure.

Table A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Performance, Online Charter Schools, and Statewide Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California statewide average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Standard, English/Language Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA Percentile Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Standard, Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Percentile Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career &amp; College Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career/College Percentile Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Rate Percentile Rank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dashboard English and Math scores are measured as the distance between the average score of a given school’s student body and the score defined as the “standard met” threshold using the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment (SBAC) annual tests. Thus, the data show that the average English/Language Arts score for all students in the state was 2.5 points below the level deemed to have met the SBAC standards for each grade. By
comparison, students in online charter schools averaged 29.3 points below that standard. Putting that outcome in context, the score for online charter schools as a whole would rank in the 33rd percentile of all California schools. In Math, online charter schools are further below the state average, equivalent to ranking in the 12th percentile of all California schools. These schools’ graduation rate was 13 points below the state average, and only 12.6 percent of graduating students in online charter schools were deemed ready for either college or a career. 

This poor performance record cannot be attributed to serving a more needy population. On the contrary, the students in online charter schools are less needy than in an average school in two important ways: there are significantly fewer low-income students, and less than one-third as many English learners.

Finally, the impact of online charter schools is uniformly negative across all subgroups of students. Every single demographic group measured by the Department of Education performs better in traditional public schools than in online charter schools. Figure 1 below shows Math scores in the two types of schools – measured as positive or negative distance from the state standard – for each demographic group. In every racial, ethnic, language, economic, and disability category, the same group of students performs better in a typical public school than in an online charter school. English learners do particularly poorly in online charter schools.

**Figure 1**

**Math Scores, 2018–19**

The poor education of online charter schools may be less surprising when one considers the software programs that serve as these schools’ core curriculum. Nearly every digital education product claims that it embodies “research-based” best practices and provides
“proven results.” But the truth is that, in almost all cases, there is no statistical evidence whatsoever showing that these applications improve students’ education. Indeed, almost none of the curricular products used in online charter schools have ever been subject to an independent, statistically meaningful evaluation. And most of those that have been evaluated turn out to have no effect whatsoever on student learning. The premier organization that conducts rigorous and independent evaluations of online education programs is the U.S. Department of Education’s What Works Clearinghouse. As of April 2020, this office had reviewed 10,654 studies of education technology products. Only 188 of them – or less than 2 percent – concluded that the product had any impact on student performance.13

When digital curriculum products are subject to rigorous evaluation, they come up badly wanting. Table B below shows a selection of programs used by online charter schools in California, all of which have been found to have little to no effect on student performance. In traditional public schools, textbooks are only one of many tools teachers draw on. But digital applications play a much more central role in online charter schools, particularly because there is no requirement for students to regularly attend live classes. No matter how much talent and dedication teachers may bring to their work, they are working uphill against ineffective programs that out of necessity form the core of student education.

Table B

Evaluations of Curriculum Products Used by California Online Charter Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Platform</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Schools Using Product</th>
<th>Evaluated By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Ed/K12, Inc, MS Math</td>
<td>Does not meet expectations.</td>
<td>California Virtual Academies, Inspire, Insight</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson HS English</td>
<td>Partially meets expectations for 10th grade. Does not meet expectations for 9th, 11th, or 12th grade.</td>
<td>Connections Academy</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson HS Math</td>
<td>Does not meet expectations.</td>
<td>Connections Academy</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgenuity</td>
<td>No significant effects.</td>
<td>Altus, Delta, Inspire</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgenuity K-8 Math</td>
<td>Does not meet expectations.</td>
<td>Altus, Delta, Inspire</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey Math</td>
<td>No significant impact.</td>
<td>Inspire</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey Math</td>
<td>1 study finds positive impact. 2 studies find no impact.</td>
<td>Inspire</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plato/Edmentum – Math</td>
<td>No significant impacts.</td>
<td>Inspire, Connecting Waters, Pivot, Learn4Life, Opportunities for Learning</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamBox Learning (for K-1)</td>
<td>“no significant positive outcomes.”</td>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamBox Learning</td>
<td>&quot;potentially positive&quot; effects based on &quot;small evidence&quot;</td>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The poor performance of California’s current online charter schools is reinforced by almost twenty years of research findings both in state and nationally. Nearly twenty years ago, a study of California charter schools carried out by the RAND corporation reported that students in nonclassroom-based charter schools had significantly lower scores on the
state’s Academic Performance Index than those in either brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools. These findings have been repeatedly confirmed in a series of studies over the past decade. The most comprehensive research has been carried out by a team of scholars at the National Education Policy Center (NEPC). Beginning in 2013, NEPC has published an annual report on online schools’ student demographics and academic performance. Over the past seven years, these reports have consistently found that online charter schools serve fewer students of color, fewer low-income students, and far fewer English learners than traditional public schools, but perform significantly worse.

The largest studies of online charter schools have been conducted by Stanford University’s Center for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO). CREDO is generally supportive of charter schools, and its methodology has been criticized for selection bias that results in overly positive assessments of charter schools. Yet even CREDO has repeatedly criticized the poor performance of online charter schools. In 2015, CREDO conducted a national study, examining the records of 65,000 students across 18 different states, controlling for demographics, economic status, and mobility. The authors found that online charter schools have an “overwhelming negative impact” on students’ achievement. Compared with traditional public schools, students at online high schools lost the equivalent of 72 school days in reading skills, and 180 days in math. Commenting on the math scores, CREDO’s director remarked that “it is literally as if the student didn’t go to school for the entire year.”

Overpaying for an Inferior Product

It is common sense that the cost of operating an online charter school must be less than that of running a brick-and-mortar school. Yet California’s online charter schools, with very few exceptions, receive the same dollars per pupil as a physically existing school with classrooms, buses, a cafeteria, and maintenance and security staff. To the extent that funding for online charter schools exceeds the actual cost of operation, the government is wasting many millions of tax dollars that are desperately needed in school districts across the state.

Data from the National Center for Education shows that, on average, brick-and-mortar schools spend 24 percent of their budgets on facilities, transportation, maintenance, and operation – all costs absent from online charters – and therefore concludes that NCB charter schools should be funded at three-quarters of normal levels. But this calculus understates the gap between online charter schools’ funding and costs. The 24 percent figure assumes that, because both online and traditional schools have teachers, those costs – typically the single largest cost item in school budgets – must be identical. In reality, this is one of the places where online charters cut costs most dramatically. In 2018-19, for instance, the average California teacher’s salary was $83,059, but the average salary for teachers at the largest Connections Academy school in California was less than $53,000.

One of the simplest ways to gauge the excess profits of online charter schools is to compare California’s per-pupil funding with fees charged for the same products in other jurisdictions. The two largest online charter chains in the U.S. are K12 Inc. and Connections Academy.
Connections Academy, which operates six schools serving 6,500 students in California, is a subsidiary of Pearson, a UK-based multinational corporation that is the largest testing and curriculum company.\textsuperscript{22}

Alongside its Connections Academy schools, Pearson also operates an online private school – the Pearson Online Academy – for Americans stationed abroad who want their children to earn an American diploma, or for those in states that do not allow charter schools.\textsuperscript{23} The curriculum for Pearson Online Academy and California Connections Academy schools are the same – both the list of courses and the description of each course’s content are virtually identical in both schools (see Appendix B and C).\textsuperscript{24} Indeed, when asked if the two schools’ classes are sufficiently similar that a student in the Pearson Online Academy could seamlessly transfer between one and the other in the middle of a school year, a company representative stated that “the private side (Pearson) writes the curriculum for the Connections side,” and as a result “transferring credits is no problem.”\textsuperscript{25}

But while the product may be the same, the cost for these courses is dramatically different. California taxpayers pay approximately $10,300 for every student who attends a Connections Academy school.\textsuperscript{26} By contrast, the tuition for enrolling in the Pearson Online Academy is just $4,800 for Elementary School students, $5,880 for Middle School, and $6,880 for high school.\textsuperscript{27} Pearson Online Academy is a private school run by a for-profit multinational corporation, so presumably the company is earning a profit or it would shutter operations. It seems, then, that even at the highest rate of high school students, California taxpayers are paying a markup of at least 35 percent – approximately $3,500 per student – above all costs including reasonable profit.\textsuperscript{28} Across all the schools in this chain, then, California taxpayers are now wasting over $22 million per year.\textsuperscript{29} In other words, if the state of California simply paid all Connections Academy students to attend Pearson’s private online school, taxpayers would save over $22 million per year.

Without stronger transparency laws, it is impossible to calculate the exact amount of overpayment at other charter schools.\textsuperscript{30} But if other NCB charters operate on a cost basis similar to that of Connections Academy, this means that Californians are overpaying NCB charter schools to the tune of over $600 million per year.

\textbf{The Worst of All Choices? Public Funds for Private Homeschooling.}

Perhaps the most extreme abuse of tax dollars – and the most complete evasion of education standards – comes from a subset of NCB charter schools that function as “homeschool” charter schools. By law, parents who want to homeschool their children must have their homes designated as private schools – and no public funding is available for this purpose. But the charter industry has found a way around this law: enrolling students in NCB charter schools that offer parents between $2,000-$3,000 per student to spend on the curricular products of their choice, with the parent serving as their child’s primary teacher. These schools skirt multiple laws in their operation, and the gap between their actual educational costs and the per-pupil funding they receive appears even more extreme than that of the NCB charter sector as a whole.
California is Already Oversaturated with Nonclassroom-Based Charter Schools

Some number of online schools are necessary in order to serve those students whose needs cannot be met in brick-and-mortar schools. But the geographic distribution of currently existing online schools shows clearly that there is no need for additional online charters. To the contrary, the state is already oversaturated with options for online education.

To start, in 2018-19 there were over 100 online schools operated by public school districts. Most of the state's counties have up to five different online schools run by public school districts; in Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange counties there are more than ten in each county.

In addition, privately run online charter schools have expanded to the point that in most counties, there are at least six different online charters to choose from. In the southernmost counties – Kern, Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, Orange, and San Diego – there are more than 15 online charter schools operating in each county. And all of this is in addition to the district-operated online schools in the same counties. There is clearly no need for further expansion of this sector. Charter chains may seek to expand for their own reasons. But as a matter of public policy, the state is already oversaturated by the number of such schools.

Map A

Online Charter School Chains by County
Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The data presented in this report show that online charter schools provide an inferior quality of education; that the state is wasting hundreds of millions of dollars by funding these schools at a level far above their costs; and that the school system is already oversaturated with such schools. This set of challenges has been faced by other states, and our report concludes by identifying some of the most promising policy solutions proposed over the past decade. These include limiting the growth of NCB charter schools; adjusting per-pupil funding in line with schools’ actual operating costs; ensuring that California taxpayers are not paying higher prices for the same education technology products sold in other jurisdictions; and requiring that charter school chains and their parent or affiliated corporations be subject to the same transparency and ethics standards that apply in public school districts.

When charter schools of any kind expand, they impose a cost on traditional public school students in their home districts.32 In the case of NCB charter schools, the calculus is even more lopsided, with smaller benefits and higher costs than for brick-and-mortar charter schools. When school districts everywhere face the heartbreak of knowing we can’t provide all the services our students need and deserve, it is critical that lawmakers act as conservative stewards of the state’s tax dollars by focusing funding on the schools where it can do the greatest good for the greatest number of students.
Introduction

In 2018-19, nearly 175,000 California students were enrolled in nonclassroom-based charter schools, representing 27 percent of all charter students in the state. This number reflects the rapid expansion of such schools over the past decade – in 2014, just 18 percent of newly-approved charter schools were nonclassroom-based; by 2019, that figure had reached 43 percent. But nonclassroom-based charter schools also constitute a sector that has been plagued with repeated scandals and poor educational performance. In the late 1990s, a series of scandals included one charter school illegally distributing public funds to a network of private religious schools and another paying exorbitant “management fees” to a private company owned by the schools’ executives. This led legislators to adopt new regulations governing these schools’ funding. Unfortunately, the new law has not led to significant improvement in either the quality of education or the prevalence of corruption in these schools. In 2019, a new set of scandals culminated in one of the largest charter school chains being charged with defrauding the state of nearly $50 million. Legislators then imposed a two-year moratorium on authorizing any new nonclassroom-based charter schools, intending to use this period to craft stricter regulations. This moratorium expires at the end of 2021 however, and legislators will need to use the 2021 session to fashion a more permanent solution to this problem. This report provides legislators the first comprehensive assessment of California’s nonclassroom-based charter schools in order to inform what policies can best safeguard both taxpayer dollars and the quality of students’ education.

Defining “Nonclassroom-Based” Charter Schools

By law, any California charter school in which less than 80 percent of students’ learning occurs in a physical classroom is classified as “nonclassroom-based” (NCB). Within this category, schools offer several different teaching models. The majority of NCB charter students are enrolled in schools in which education is delivered primarily online, whether under the direction of a teacher, a parent or through self-guided programs. Others rely on more traditional forms of instruction, including local arts or enrichment classes, paper packets, textbooks and parental instruction at home.

While this report examines all types of NCB charter schools, its main focus is on those whose education is delivered primarily online. Online education represents a new pedagogy developed over the past 20 years and has been touted as a revolutionary innovation with the potential to radically improve education. In 2011, for instance, former California Board of Education president Reed Hastings and former U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced a federal initiative to support the development of online teaching programs, declaring their goal of “advanc[ing] breakthrough technologies that transform teaching and learning.” Hastings and Duncan declared that “technology could personalize and accelerate instruction for students of all education levels” and “provide equitable access to a world-class education for millions of students stuck attending substandard schools.” The programs promoted by Hastings and Duncan don’t merely replace printed textbooks
with digital ones however; in many cases, they replace much of the role of teachers. Many
digital education products are designed to track each assignment a student performs –
recording correct and incorrect answers – and, on that basis, steering the student to the
next set of readings, videos, or exercises they need to move forward. To a great degree,
these programs are meant to serve as a complete, self-contained curriculum – combining
textbook, homework, and much of the evaluation of students all into one software product.
This model of education has been most enthusiastically embraced in NCB charter schools,
and because its pedagogy is so different from that of traditional homeschooling, it is
appropriate and important to evaluate these schools as a category of their own.39

So too, the business model and cost structure of online charter schools present unique
problems for policy makers. In most jurisdictions, online charter schools receive the same
per-pupil funding as traditional brick-and-mortar public schools despite having fewer costs.
Indeed, it is this gap between per-pupil funding and actual operating costs that has made
digital education such a booming and profitable industry. In 2019, the global education
technology market was valued at just over $76 billion, with projections for the industry to
grow by 18 percent per year from 2020 to 2027.40

While excess profits represent a boon for investors however, they represent a waste of badly
needed school resources for the public. Since online charter schools operate on a unique
cost structure, we thought it important to analyze this group of schools separately, with a
special focus on the two largest chains of online charter schools, Connections Academy and
K12 Inc.

It is important to note that the online education discussed in this report is very different
from the “distance learning” that students in traditional public schools have experienced
during the COVID-19 crisis. Distance learning is conducted by a credentialed teacher
through the student’s neighborhood school where students are with their usual
classmates. Students are required to engage school activities three to four hours per day;
all classes include “daily live interaction” with the teacher and fellow students; and all
pre-recorded or asynchronous assignments are created by the students’ own teacher.41
None of these requirements apply to online charter schools. Thus, this report is not
an examination of online education as a whole, but specifically of the type of learning
offered in online charter schools.

Plan of This Report

This report provides the first comprehensive review of California’s nonclassroom-based
(NCB) charter schools and presents the first analysis of School Dashboard data comparing
the performances of online charter schools and traditional public schools when serving
students of similar demographics. The report is designed to address three central questions.
First, what is the quality of education provided by these schools? Second, given that the
cost of operating NCB charter schools is significantly less than that of brick-and-mortar
schools, how should funding for these schools be determined, so as to ensure that limited
education resources are focused where they can have the greatest impact? Finally, how
does the current number and geographic reach of NCB charter schools compare with the population of California students who need an alternative to brick-and-mortar schooling? In this report’s concluding section, we offer recommendations for how legislators can reduce the number of students enrolled in low-performing online charter schools and ensure that limited educational funding is focused on the places it can have the most impact for California students.

Measuring the Educational Achievement of California’s Nonclassroom-Based Charter Schools

The most important question for lawmakers to ask about online charter schools is: “Are these schools good for students?” To assess the effectiveness of California’s NCB charter schools, we analyzed data from the California School Dashboard for the year 2018-19, in order to measure how NCB schools performed relative to the state average. Out of a total of 313 NCB schools, we identified 156 charter schools that delivered their educational program primarily online with 114,964 students, comprising 49 percent of all NCB schools and two-thirds of NCB students. This is the universe of schools that serves as the primary focus of this study. To assess a school’s performance, we analyzed both the demographic makeup and performance data for each school, compared with other schools in the state; 136 of our 156 schools had sufficient data to include in this analysis. (See Methodological Appendix for detailed explanation of how this universe of schools was identified and how performance measures were calculated.) We then measured the performance of these online charter schools against both the state’s academic standards and the state’s average performance. Since nearly 90 percent of California’s schools are traditional public schools, statewide averages primarily reflect the performance of traditional public schools and may serve as a rough proxy for these schools’ outcomes.42

As shown in Table A, the educational outcomes of online charter schools were significantly below the state average by every measure.43

| Table A |

| Academic Performance, Online Charter Schools, and Statewide Average |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>California statewide average</th>
<th>Online charter schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Standard, English/Language Arts</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA Percentile Rank</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Standard, Math</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
<td>-104.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Percentile Rank</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career &amp; College Readiness</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career/College Percentile Rank</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Rate</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Rate Percentile Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dashboard English and Math scores are measured as the distance between the average score of a given school’s student body and the score defined as the “Standard Met” threshold using the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment (SBAC) annual tests. Thus, the data show that the average English Language Arts score for all students in the state was 2.5 points below the level deemed to have met the SBAC standards for each grade. By comparison, students in online charter schools averaged 29.3 points below that standard. Putting that outcome in context, the score for online charter schools as a whole would rank in the 33rd percentile of all California schools. In Math, online charter schools were further below the state average, equivalent to ranking in the 12th percentile of all California schools. These schools’ graduation rates were 13 points below the state average, and only 12.6 percent of graduating students in online charter schools were deemed ready for either college or a career.

This poor performance record cannot be attributed to serving a more disadvantaged population. On the contrary, as shown in Table B below, online charter schools serve fewer students with needs than average schools in two important ways: they have significantly fewer low-income students, and they have less than one-third as many English learners.

Table B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Demographics, Online Charter Schools, and California Statewide Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California statewide average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students of two or more races</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomically Disadvantaged students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the impact of online charter schools was uniformly negative across all subgroups of students. Every single demographic group measured by the Department of Education performed worse in online charter schools than the state average performance for all public schools. Figures 1 and 2 below show English and math scores in the two types of schools, measured as a positive or negative distance from the state standard, for each demographic group. In every racial, ethnic, language, economic, and disability category, equivalent groups of students performed better in the average public school than in an online charter school. English learners performed particularly poorly in online charter schools.
There is one subset of online charter schools that enrolls primarily high-risk students, who typically score lower on state exams, and it may be assumed that the poor performance records of the online charter school sector as a whole is simply a reflection of including these schools' test scores; but the data shows this is not the case. This subset is comprised of a number of online charter schools designated with Dashboard Alternative School Status (DASS) and serve as alternative schools for students with greater challenges.
In recognition of their more at-risk population, these schools are held to more lenient standards for calculating graduation rates and college or career readiness. Charter schools may be eligible for DASS status if at least 70 percent of their students fall into one of twelve categories, including students who are significantly behind on credits needed to graduate, students who have been suspended or have dropped out of high school, and homeless or foster youth. (These schools are distinct from the DASS schools mandated by the state to serve specific student populations, such as those involved in the juvenile justice system.) Though these students typically score lower on state exams, the poor outcomes of online charter schools as a whole cannot be accounted for by the inclusion of alternative schools alone. When DASS schools are removed from the analysis, the performance of non-alternative online charter schools compared with the state average for non-alternative public schools still reveals that online charter schools significantly underperform the average California school. (Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare alternative online charter schools with other alternative schools because, where most alternative schools enroll exclusively disadvantaged students, charter schools are permitted to recruit up to 30 percent of their students from the general population, making a direct comparison impossible.)

**Table C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Performance, Online Charter Schools, and Statewide Average, Except Alternative Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California statewide average (excluding DASS alternative schools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online charter schools (excluding DASS alternative schools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance from Standard, English Language Arts/Literacy ELA Percentile Rank</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance from Standard, Math Math Percentile Rank</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-78.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Career &amp; College Readiness Career/College Percentile Rank</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graduation Rate Graduation Rate Percentile Rank</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, by any measure, online charter schools perform significantly worse than traditional public schools, and this negative impact carries across every demographic of students. So while online schools are indeed needed for students whose requirements cannot be met by brick-and-mortar schools, it’s clear that the quality of education offered by online charter schools is significantly below the state average. As public policy, legislators should be looking to limit the number of students in online charter schools and should resist calls to expand this sector.
Could Online Charter Schools Be Even Worse Than Their Reported Outcomes Suggest?

While the numbers presented above are striking, there is reason to believe these may actually overstate the accomplishments of online charter schools. Online charter schools have significantly fewer students with disabilities than public schools. By law, public schools must accept any student who applies, regardless of their level of need; but NCB charter schools are skirting this requirement. The Education Code provides students with special needs may only be educated through independent study if the student’s Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) specifically calls for it. As a result of limiting their educational program to NCB instruction, these schools enroll fewer students with disabilities than the state average, and dramatically fewer students with more severe disabilities and significant needs. When that number is further broken down into categories of more and less severe needs, the difference becomes more telling. The Public Policy Institute of California has defined “severe” disabilities as including autism, visual impairment, deafness, deafblindness, orthopedic impairment, emotional disturbance, intellectual disability, traumatic brain injury, and students with multiple disabilities. Based on these classifications, 27 percent of students with special needs in traditional public schools face severe disabilities, compared to only 17 percent of those enrolled in online charter schools. Furthermore, in half the categories of severe need – students who are hard of hearing; are deaf; have visual impairments; are both deaf and blind; or have suffered traumatic brain injury – no online charter school serves even a single student. To the extent that the screening out of high-need students has produced artificially inflated Dashboard scores, the true performance of online charter schools may be even poorer than that presented above.

The Poor Quality of California’s NCB Charter Schools Is Confirmed by Two Decades of National Research

Unfortunately, the poor performance ratings of NCB charter schools in California have been strongly confirmed by the findings of other academic and policy researchers. Over the past two decades, research has consistently found that online charter schools perform significantly worse than traditional public schools, despite educating less needy students. A study of California charter schools conducted by the RAND corporation nearly 20 years ago reported that students in nonclassroom-based charter schools had significantly lower scores on the state’s Academic Performance Index than those in either brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools. These findings have been repeatedly confirmed in a series of studies over the past decade.
The most comprehensive research has been carried out by a team of scholars at the National Education Policy Center (NEPC). In 2012, NEPC published a study that focused exclusively on the nation’s largest operator of online charter schools, K12 Inc. (In California, K12 Inc. operates the California Virtual Academy, Inspire, and iQ schools.) The report found that K12 Inc. enrolled significantly fewer students of color, low-income students, English learners, and students with special needs. Yet despite serving a more privileged population, K12 Inc. schools produced below average math and reading scores and a graduation rate of 49.1 percent, compared to a 79.4 percent average in the states included in the study. Across the country, just 27 percent of K12 Inc. schools achieved Adequate Yearly Progress, significantly below the national average of 52 percent.

Beginning in 2013, NEPC has published an annual report on online schools’ student demographics and academic performance. Over the past seven years, these reports have consistently found that online charter schools serve fewer students of color, fewer low-income students, and far fewer English learners than traditional public schools, yet perform significantly worse. Furthermore, repeated studies show that these schools even perform worse than online schools operated by public school districts. In its most recent report, NEPC found that 56.7 percent of online schools run by school districts had “acceptable” performance according to their state’s standards, compared with 40.8 percent for online charter schools and just 29.8 percent for online charter schools operated by for-profit corporations, such as K12 Inc. and Connections Academy.

NEPC’s national data has been echoed in a series of state-specific reports in Colorado, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, and New Mexico – all of which found that online charter school students performed significantly worse than students in traditional public schools. The Colorado study, conducted by its state Auditor General, further reported that online charter school students were more likely to repeat a grade or drop out of high school.

The New Mexico study is particularly relevant for California since the operators for New Mexico’s three online charter schools (K12 Inc. and Connections Academy) also oversee large charter school chains in California. Because these schools use a standard curriculum and teaching method throughout the country, evaluations of their performance in any state should be informative for California policymakers. In this case, the New Mexico authors found that students in these schools lost the equivalent of 170 days in reading and 91 days in math compared with demographically similar students in traditional public schools.

The largest studies of online charter schools have been conducted by Stanford University’s Center for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO). This organization is generally supportive of charter schools and has received funding from foundations, including the Chan-Zuckerberg and Walton Family foundations, that are strong proponents of both charter schools and online education. CREDO’s methodology has been criticized on multiple occasions for selection bias that skews results toward overstating charter schools’ performance. Yet even CREDO has repeatedly criticized the poor performance of online charter schools. In 2015, CREDO conducted a national study, examining the records of 65,000 students across 18 different states. Controlling for students’ demographics,
economic status, and mobility, the authors found that online charter schools have an “overwhelming negative impact” on students’ achievement. Compared with traditional public schools, students at online high schools lost the equivalent of 72 school days in reading skills and 180 days in math.64 Commenting on the math scores, CREDO’s director remarked that “it is literally as if the student didn’t go to school for the entire year.”65 In 2019, CREDO produced a series of follow-up studies focused on specific states.66 In every case, the studies found “remarkably weaker growth in both reading and math among online charter students relative to the average traditional public school student.”

Competing chains of charter schools sometimes claim that, while other online charter schools may be doing a poor job, they have developed a unique formula for student success. To test this thesis, CREDO in 2017 conducted a study that separated performance by specific charter school chains, including some of the national chains that operate in California. (Again, because national chains such as K12 Inc. or Connections Academy provide the same educational program and curriculum in every state across the country, evaluations of these schools’ performances in other states provide relevant information for California lawmakers.) As shown below, students in every online charter school chain performed significantly worse than their peers in traditional public schools.67

Table D

Impact of attending select online charter school chains
Center for Research in Education Outcomes, 2017
National averages, all figures significant at 99% confidence interval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Days of Math Learning Achieved, Compared with Similar Students in Traditional Public Schools</th>
<th>Days of Reading Learning Achieved, Compared with Similar Students in Traditional Public Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altus Institute</td>
<td>-91.2</td>
<td>-79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Pacific</td>
<td>-165.3</td>
<td>-91.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Academy</td>
<td>-108.3</td>
<td>-39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K12, Inc. (includes California Virtual Academies, iQ and Insight schools)</td>
<td>-125.4</td>
<td>-62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National University Academy</td>
<td>-79.8</td>
<td>-34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot</td>
<td>-239.4</td>
<td>-131.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA Tech</td>
<td>-153.9</td>
<td>-96.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, several recent studies have followed students who switched from traditional public schools to online charter schools, comparing their educational performance with that of peers who remained at their original school. A Georgia study that tracked these students over a 10-year period concluded that attending an online charter school, with all other things being equal, had a significant negative impact on language arts, math, science, and social studies achievement test scores and a 10 percent reduction in the odds of ever graduating high school.68 Similar results were found in a 2020 study examining Indiana’s online charter schools (which include schools run by both K12 Inc. and Connections Academy). Researchers tracked students who moved from a traditional public school to an
online charter school over a period of seven years, comparing their education with that of
demographically similar students who remained in traditional public schools. The authors
concluded that “the impact of attending an online charter school on student achievement is
uniformly and profoundly negative.”

Charter school operators have sometimes suggested that these studies provide an unfairly
negative picture of their educational outcomes because they don’t sufficiently account
for the impact of student mobility – that is, students who change schools in the middle of
the school year. Online charter schools have higher than average rates of student turnover,
and student mobility is known to negatively impact educational performance. Therefore,
some advocates argue, studies that don’t account for mobility give a false account of online
charter schools’ true value, and to correct for this, they should be compared to traditional
public schools with the highest turnover. But there are two problems with this. First,
mobility has different meanings in a brick-and-mortar school than in an online school.
In traditional public schools, most students switching schools are doing so because of
disruptions in their family life leading to physical dislocation – divorce, change or loss of
a job, or low income – forcing families to move by economic necessity. Such transitions
often involve trauma in students’ home lives, changing neighborhoods, leaving old friends,
and landing in a new social landscape. By contrast, there is no evidence that students
moving into or out of an online charter school are doing so as a result of family trauma or
dislocation. Thus, comparing online charter school students with the highest-mobility
students in traditional public schools is not an apples-to-apples comparison. Furthermore,
research suggests that student mobility is not the cause of poor educational outcomes in
online charter schools, but possibly the reverse – that high student turnover is a reflection of
a lower-quality education that fails to sufficiently engage students. CREDO’s national study,
which paid special attention to measuring mobility, noted that:

Some online charter school operators state that their students come to them with
additional academic deficits beyond the typical student. Often they cite the students’
history of mobility as a cause for these deficits. If [this] were true… we would expect
to find online students experience higher mobility before switching to the online
school than the comparison students. In fact, students who switched to online
schools have a pre-online school mobility rate of nine percent compared to eight
percent of the comparison students. These findings place doubt on the argument
that higher pre-online mobility creates widespread, systematic academic deficits for
students who eventually switch to online charter schools.

Indeed, a 2020 study of students who moved to an online charter school and then back
to a traditional public school found that academic achievements declined significantly
upon the move to an online school, but then recovered after returning to a traditional
brick-and-mortar school. This again suggests that it is not the fact of changing schools
per se, but rather the quality of education in online charter schools that produces poor
academic outcomes.
Where Do Education Applications Come From?

At the heart of online charter schools’ educational offerings is the reliance on a pre-programmed digital curriculum. There are hundreds of digital applications – owned by private, for-profit companies – that serve this function; and each online charter school operator contracts with the provider of their choice. In some ways, this is similar to schools that choose whether to buy their high school history books from one textbook company or another. But digital education applications serve a much more central role than do textbooks. Different operators may depend on these applications to greater or lesser degrees, but many digital platforms aim to function as complete, self-contained curricula – they provide material for a student to read or watch, exercises for them to complete, and tests or assignments to assess what they’ve learned and what they’re missing. The applications may then determine what each student should be studying or working on next, relying on algorithms to create a “personalized” learning experience by recording each task a student gets right or wrong and then feeding them the appropriate assignment they need to move forward. Furthermore, the applications are often combined with “educational management” software which summarizes students’ successes and failures for their teachers, sometimes even assigning grades based on students’ tests and homework. In this way, these programs are designed not only to replace textbooks, but also to replace much of what teachers do; this is why some online charter schools have so much less student-teacher contact than brick-and-mortar public schools: the technology is supposed to do much of the teaching. Some charter schools purchase a variety of digital education applications from different companies. Others buy all their curricular products from their own parent corporation. In all cases, while good teachers may be able to make a bad product better, the quality of education in an online charter school is largely dependent on the quality of its underlying curricular product. But do these programs actually work?

Online education is a large and growing industry and has attracted a wide range of investors from the technology, finance, and venture capital industries. Nearly every product claims that it embodies “research-based” best practices or provides “proven results.” But the truth is that, in almost all cases, there is no statistical evidence whatsoever showing that these applications improve students’ education. Indeed, almost none of the curricular products used in online schools have ever been subject to an independent, statistically meaningful evaluation. And most of those that have been evaluated turn out to have no effect whatsoever on student learning. The premier organization that conducts rigorous and independent evaluations of online education programs is the U.S. Department of Education’s What Works Clearinghouse. As of April 2020, this office had reviewed 10,654 studies of education technology products. Only 188 of them – or less than 2 percent of these studies – concluded that the product had any impact on student performance.35

School officials are used to reading curriculum reviews written by independent scholars who have no financial interest in the product. But in the case of claims made by education technology producers, it is critical to remember that, while these companies hope their products will help students, their primary mission is not turning children into competent
and confident adults, but simply turning a profit. At K12 Inc., for instance, executives receive performance-based bonuses based solely on their financial performance and are in no way dependent on student achievements.76

Almost every program in the marketplace touts itself as an “evidence-based” curriculum. Yet of those programs that have been subject to rigorous evaluation, the vast majority were found to have little to no impact on education (see Table E below for a selection of these programs used by online charter schools in California). What explains this discrepancy? Unfortunately, the contradiction is resolved when one realizes that these are for-profit corporations engaged in marketing campaigns. Unlike teams of teachers or education scholars, they are not held to any particular academic standard and are allowed by law to trumpet exaggerated or misleading claims. Thus, it is common for education technology companies to knowingly misrepresent their product’s track record. To give just a few examples:

- The DreamBox math program – used in the EPIC charter school – claims that “Harvard University studies show students using DreamBox for just an hour a week improve math scores nearly 60%.”77 In reality, Harvard’s two-year study found that DreamBox had no impact whatsoever in the first year, and in the second year saw a 2-percentile point increase in test scores.78
- Edgenuity – used in the Altus, Delta, and Inspire schools – touts one case study as showing that 10th graders using its software “demonstrated more than an eightfold increase in pass rates on state math tests.” When impartial reviewers examined the data, it actually showed that Edgenuity users in 9th grade experienced no impact, 10th graders saw a modest increase, and 11th graders declined in pass rates.79
- After a five-year study of Pearson’s SuccessMaker reading program found that “in most cases, there is a statistically significant negative impact.” Pearson paid for its own study and declared that it demonstrated positive results. When independent researchers at Johns Hopkins University reviewed the data, they concluded that SuccessMaker had no impact on reading. Pearson contested these results and Johns Hopkins ran a new evaluation but reached the same results.80 Nevertheless, as this report is being written, SuccessMaker continues to promote its product as if these studies had never taken place: “How do you define success? With Measurable results! SuccessMaker has over 50 years of measurable, statistically significant results. No other digital intervention program compares. When schools use SuccessMaker with fidelity, student achievement improves.”81

Thus, the claims made on behalf of digital education applications often are closer to claims that a toothpaste will give us “one shade whiter teeth in one week”82 or that a fortifying shampoo will make our hair “ten times stronger”83 than they are to impartial academic evaluations. It is easy to understand why both parents and school district officials are misled by such advertising; online charter companies spend heavily on advertising – K12 Inc. alone spent $37 million on advertising in 2018-19.84 But the impact of this deception is devastating. As noted by the CEO of the International Society for Technology in Education after completing a study of digital curriculum acquisitions, “You have schools and districts that are paying a lot of money for a product that actually isn’t teaching the kids.”85
Table E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Platform</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Schools Using Product</th>
<th>Evaluated By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS Math</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson HS English</td>
<td>Partially meets expectations for 10th grade. Does not meet expectations for 9th, 11th or 12th grade.</td>
<td>Connections Academy</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson HS Math</td>
<td>Does not meet expectations.</td>
<td>Connections Academy</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgenuity</td>
<td>No significant effects.</td>
<td>Altus, Delta, Inspire</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgenuity K-8 Math</td>
<td>Does not meet expectations.</td>
<td>Altus, Delta, Inspire</td>
<td>EdReports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey Math</td>
<td>No significant impact.</td>
<td>Inspire</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey Math</td>
<td>1 study finds positive impact. 2 studies find no impact.</td>
<td>Inspire</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamBox Learning</td>
<td>“no significant positive outcomes.”</td>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for K-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamBox Learning</td>
<td>“potentially positive'effects based on 'small evidence”</td>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Shockingly Easy” to Cheat Online Courses

It's possible that the true impact of these software programs used by online charter schools is even less than that ascribed by these studies, given widespread accounts of how “shockingly easy” it is to cheat these programs' internal quizzes and tests.86 At the simplest level, students are taking the software programs' tests unmonitored in their own homes, with nothing preventing them from texting friends, reviewing old notes, or searching the web for answers to questions. For instance, a Mississippi teacher using the Edgenuity programs (currently in use in California in the Altus, Delta, and Inspire schools) recounts how, when both he and his student were stumped by a quiz, “the student went online, found the answer on a website that offered solutions to Edgenuity questions, and pasted it in… [The student] told [the teacher] that his grade in Edgenuity was perfect because he was cheating the whole time.”87 Indeed, a Google search of “Edgenuity cheat” produces multiple suggestions for cheating strategies. One student, for instance, counsels others to download the transcript for each video taught in a class, noting that whatever is on the tests will have been taught in the videos – so students can simply search keywords to find the answers. Another student actually reported, “My teachers told us to take advantage of this [technique].”88 So too, Connections Academy students in the fall of 2020 were using sites, such as Jishka Homework Help, to swap answer keys for school exams, including verbatim transcripts of test questions and answers.89

Because online education platforms increasingly have essays graded by computer algorithm rather than human teachers, cheating has become possible even in essay assignments.89 Some students, for instance, have learned they can earn high scores by writing one good paragraph and then copying it verbatim four times
over to construct a five-paragraph essay. Others have discovered that they earn better grades by padding essays with long quotes from the text they’re supposed to analyze or simply by inserting the phrase “in conclusion” before their final sentence. To the extent that these strategies are successful, even the modest impacts reported for these programs may primarily reflect the ease of creating inflated scores rather than the efficacy of the program itself.

How Have Other States Judged California’s Online Charter School Chains?

In order to examine the performance of online charter school chains that operate in California, this report examines the performance of the charter companies that also operate online charter schools elsewhere in the country, focusing specifically on the chains operated by Connections Academy and K12 Inc. These are not only the two largest online charter school chains in the country, but both have sizable networks in California – with six Connections Academy schools in California, and a total of 12 schools affiliated with K12 Inc. in the California Virtual Academy, Insight, and iQ charter school chains. These two chains are also uniquely virtually integrated, meaning that the charter school operators and the company that supplies their curriculum and technology are both affiliated with the same parent corporation. Connections Academy is a division of Pearson, a UK-based multinational corporation that is the world’s largest testing and curriculum company; and K12 Inc. is the largest for-profit charter school operator in the U.S. Because these chains’ curriculum, educational methods, and teacher training are standardized across the country, their results in other states are directly relevant for any evaluation of these schools’ program in California. Unfortunately, while some of these schools have been successful, these chains’ history is checkered by repeated instances of shortcoming and failure.

Ohio is one of the earliest states to have authorized online charter schools, and one of the earliest to experience disappointment. In 2013, the Ohio Department of Education announced that all six of the state’s largest online charter schools were given a grade of F on their state report cards. Under Ohio’s system, a score between -1 and +1 means students have achieved roughly one year of academic growth, while any score below -2 is a flunking grade. On this scale, Ohio’s Connections Academy school received a score of -11.3 in Reading and -15.7 in Math; the school run by K12 Inc. scored -16.3 in Reading and -26.9 in Math.
Figure 3
Ohio Schools Report Card 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>Public funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT)</td>
<td>13,836</td>
<td>$88.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Virtual Academy (OHVA)</td>
<td>12,616</td>
<td>$81.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Connections Academy</td>
<td>3,123</td>
<td>$19.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Education Academy (OHDELA)</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>$13.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckeye On-Line School for Success</td>
<td>1,235</td>
<td>$7.9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Community School of Ohio</td>
<td>1,415</td>
<td>$7.9 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The progress grade looks at how much students learn in an academic year. Value added scores of –1 to +1 mean that students have made roughly a year of academic growth. Scores below –1 mean they have not. The state considers any score below –2 a flunking grade. This graphic does not include data on alternative cyber schools for at-risk students, which are graded differently.

Source: Ohio Department of Education

Similarly, North Carolina in 2015 authorized a four-year pilot program to test the viability of online charter schools and authorized Connections Academy and K12 Inc. to each run one state-wide school. In each of the next three years, both schools received D grades, and by 2019 both were on the state’s list of “continually low-performing schools.” The next year, even under new management, both schools earned their fourth consecutive D rating.

In Georgia, the State Board of Education voted in 2019 to end its relationship with K12 Inc. after the company’s Georgia Cyber Academy failed to meet the academic targets established in its charter school program for 12 consecutive years.

In New Mexico, the State Board of Education and Public Education Secretary voted in 2018 to close a Connections Academy school after it had earned two consecutive years of F ratings and seen its math proficiency drop to 11 percent.

Indiana capped enrollment at its K12 Inc. charter school and threatened to close the school completely after it received an F grade for six years running; Indiana Connections Academy was treated less harshly after it raised its school grade from F to D.

In Nevada, the Public Charter School Authority issued a “notice of intent to terminate” to Nevada Virtual Academy (a K12 Inc. school) in 2018 after its elementary school wing had fallen into the state’s lowest category of performance. The school was given a year to improve its performance, but when it again earned the lowest possible rating in Nevada’s performance metric, the elementary school was closed, with enrollment capped in K12 Inc’s middle and high schools. In 2020, the Charter School Authority voted 4-1 to terminate Connections Academy’s charter school after its own elementary school received the state’s lowest academic rating for three years running and Connections Academy was ranked the fourth worst school in Nevada. After the company filed suit, the state agreed to give Connections’ high school a conditional extension while closing its elementary and middle schools.
As the online charter school industry has grown and established a consistent track record, it has elicited a growing chorus of critics among legislators and school officials. In just the past three years, Connections Academy or K12 Inc. schools have been closed, received failing grades, or targeted for intervention in Massachusetts, Illinois, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Idaho. Failure in one state does not foreclose the possibility of success in another; but the record of sanctions against the nation’s two leading online charter school chains should at least lead officials to conduct careful investigations before further replicating these models.

Lessons from the Pandemic

When online education became the norm during the COVID-19 crisis, the programs used by online charter schools came under wider scrutiny, revealing problems with biased content as well as concerns over pedagogy. In September 2020, for example, Edgenuity (used in the Altus, Delta, and Inspire schools) was found to be teaching Bible stories as social studies and was forced to remove this content. That same month, Wisconsin parents protested that Edgenuity included racist content regarding Native Americans. The district superintendent denounced the material as “unacceptable,” and the company again pulled a curricular unit that had long been in use, promising a thorough review of potential bias in its curriculum.

Even more troubling concerns have been raised about the Acellus program, currently used in California in the Inspire and Connecting Waters chains of schools. Acellus is owned by Roger Billings, who was profiled by the Los Angeles Times as having endorsed polygamy, been excommunicated from the Mormon Church, and led a breakaway sect in which he deemed himself a prophet. Billings created a graduate school that he runs out of an underground mine, and from which he and some of Acellus’s teaching staff have been awarded doctorate degrees. Billings offers a generous scholarship to any Acellus students who agree to watch a weekly video in which Billings presents his own life experience and worldviews.

In the summer of 2020, a group of Hawaii parents petitioned their state’s Department of Education to cancel its contract with Acellus due to anti-Black and anti-Muslim content as well as telling a history of Hawaii that erased the role of native Hawaiians. A September 2020 story in Fast Company explained that the racist content was only “part of the story. Parents whose schools are using Acellus describe a sloppily built platform with technical issues, unprofessional content, and lessons that seem out of touch with standard curricula.” A review of the Acellus curriculum in Hawaii confirmed the concerns over discriminatory content, and in addition found that the program failed to meet state requirements for “academic program, standards, and curriculum.” In October 2020, the Hawaii Board of Education voted to terminate its use of Acellus. The concerns raised by Hawaii parents prompted closer examination of Acellus’s product across the country.

Early in the 2020-21 school year, the California Department of Education issued a statement titled “Concerns Regarding Acellus Online Learning Program,” notifying local districts of the problems identified. The Chico, Alameda, and La Mesa-Spring Valley school districts
all stopped using Acellus, with Alameda Superintendent adding that, upon examination, Acellus’s curriculum had been deemed “lackluster.”

These experiences reveal the lack of oversight that has been exercised in this industry until now. As legislators consider how to regulate this industry, they would do well to create procedures for catching these types of problems before they are encountered by students across the state.

Overpaying for an Inferior Product

Online charter schools have long been a profitable industry; in 2018-19, the country’s largest online charter school chain K12 Inc. saw its revenue grow above $1 billion for the first time in its history. That year, the company’s top five executives received combined compensation of almost $28 million, or over $5 million apiece on average. That running charter schools can be such a profitable enterprise reflects the simple fact that NCB charter schools receive significantly more money from the public than their operations require.

It is common sense that the cost of operating an online charter school must be less than that of running a traditional brick-and-mortar school. Yet California’s online charter schools, with very few exceptions, receive the same dollars per pupil as a physically existing school with classrooms, buses, a cafeteria, and maintenance and security staff. Following a series of corruption scandals in NCB charter schools, the California legislature in 2001 adopted a new funding process for these schools, in which the State Board of Education reviews each NCB school every five years in order to determine its appropriate level of funding. When legislators created this system, they intended that most NCB charter schools would be funded at 70 percent of the per-pupil funding provided to brick-and-mortar schools, with higher rates of up to 100 percent available only in exceptional circumstances. In reality, of the nearly 1,000 NCB funding determinations made in the past decade, over 96 percent have awarded online charter schools per-pupil funding fully equal to that of traditional public schools. To the extent that funding for online charter schools exceeds the actual cost of operation, the government is wasting many millions of tax dollars desperately needed in school districts across the state.

Overpayment for online charter schools is dramatically illustrated in the case of Connections Academy and its parent corporation Pearson. Alongside the Connections Academy schools, Pearson also operates an online private school, the Pearson Online Academy, for Americans stationed abroad who want their children to get an American education or for those in states that do not allow charter schools. The curriculum for Pearson Online Academy and California Connections Academy schools are the same – both the list of courses and the description of each course’s content are virtually identical in both schools (see Appendix B and C). Indeed, when asked if the two schools’ classes are sufficiently similar so that a student could seamlessly transfer between one and the other in the middle of a school year, a Pearson company representative stated that the courses line up “apples to apples – so close it’s ridiculous.” Another Pearson representative explained that “the private side
[Pearson Online Academy] writes the curriculum for the Connections side,” and as a result “transferring credits is no problem.”121

But while the product may be the same, the costs for these courses are dramatically different. California taxpayers pay approximately $10,300 for every student who attends a Connections Academy school.122 By contrast, the tuition for enrolling in the Pearson Online Academy is just $4,800 for an elementary school student, $5,880 for middle school, and $6,880 for high school.123 It seems then that California taxpayers are paying a markup of at least 35 percent (approximately $3,500 per student) above all costs, including reasonable profit.124 So across all the schools in this chain, California taxpayers are wasting over $22 million per year.125 In other words, if the state of California simply paid all Connections Academy students to attend Pearson’s private online school, taxpayers would save over $22 million per year.

Table F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same Product, Different Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acellus Academy – $2,490 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgenuity – $3,700-$5,300 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Online Academy – $4,800-$6,880 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without stronger transparency laws, it is impossible to calculate the exact amount of overpayment at other charter schools.126 But if other NCB schools operate on a cost basis similar to that of Connections Academy, this means that Californians are overpaying NCB charter schools over $600 million per year.

Most states operate similarly to California – with NCB charter schools receiving the same funding as brick-and-mortar schools – in large part due to decades of lobbying by the education technology industry:127 These states’ efforts to realign NCB charter schools’ funding based on actual operating costs provide possible precedents for California lawmakers. In 2017-18, seventeen bills were introduced in state legislatures aiming at limiting or reducing per-pupil funding for online charter schools, with lawmakers in Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Michigan all calling for a 20-25 percent reduction in per-pupil funding rates.128

These legislative proposals represent a growing consensus among school finance analysts. Data from the National Center for Education shows that, on average, brick-and-mortar schools spent 10 percent of their budget on facilities, 9.4 percent on maintenance and operation, and 4.4 percent on transportation, adding up to a total of 23.8 percent. The Commission thus concluded that “virtual schools should cost approximately 23.8 percent less to deliver a quality education than brick-and-mortar schools.”129 Other studies have also coalesced around the 25 percent figure as a minimum estimate of overpayments to online charter schools:

- A 2012 investigation by Pennsylvania’s Auditor General concluded that per-student costs at the state’s online charter schools were just 75 percent those at brick-and-mortar schools, and recommended that funding be adjusted accordingly.130
• Also in 2012, a study by Education Finance scholar Bruce Baker estimated the cost of online schooling as 70 percent that of brick-and-mortar schools.131

• A 2017 study by the New Mexico legislature determined that online schools should cost about 24 percent less than brick-and-mortar schools based on their decreased facilities, maintenance, and transportation costs.132

• The Education Commission on the States suggests that states might do well to follow Georgia's funding model, under which per-pupil funding for online charter schools is approximately 72.5 percent of that provided brick-and-mortar schools.133

The conclusion that the costs of online charter schools are 25 percent lower than those of brick-and-mortar schools is based on easily identifiable costs – cafeterias, gymnasiums, athletic fields, heating systems, and buses – that don't exist in online schools. But there are also less visible cost categories where online charter schools operate on a lower cost basis. The 25 percent figure assumes that, because both online and traditional schools have teachers, those costs – typically the single largest cost item in school budgets – must be identical. In reality, this is one of the areas where online charter schools cut their costs most dramatically. In 2018-19, for instance, the average California teacher's salary was $83,059, but the average salary for teachers at the largest Connections Academy school in California was less than $53,000.134 Thus it is likely that the 35-40 percent excess profit rate found in the case of Connections Academy is a more accurate measure of overpayment than the minimal 25 percent rate found in these studies.

The category of instructional services poses a particularly difficult challenge for distinguishing legitimate from illegitimate charges in NCB schools. The core business model of the education technology industry rests on the fact that, as Netflix CEO and charter booster Reed Hastings boasts, “You can produce once and consume many times.”135 Thus it is logical to assume that, after initial development costs are recouped, payments for each additional student's access to online materials far exceed their true costs.

In California, NCB schools are required to spend at least 80 percent of total revenue on instruction.136 But if the price of a software product is arbitrarily raised from $50 to $100, does this really mean the school has purchased an additional $50 of “instruction,” or simply that it is adding to the profits of an affiliated curriculum company? This problem is particularly difficult because many charter schools purchase their curriculum from related for-profit corporations. For instance, in 2018-19 the Pearson-founded Connections Academy schools paid Pearson-owned Connections Education $1,075 per high school student for instructional materials, $600 per student to access the data management system that records students' performance, and $275 per student for access to technical support and an online resource center.137 We know that the Connections Academy schools are a successful division of the Pearson Corporation.138 But how much of the fees charged by Pearson to its schools represents reasonable costs and how much represents excess profit? Because the schools claim that Connections Education is an unrelated vendor, its financial records are not subject to public records laws. But evidence suggest that charter schools are paying far above costs for the use of digital platforms owned by their parent corporations. For instance, California’s largest Connections Academy school, located in San Juan Capistrano,
paid Connections Education $1,515 per student for “tangible and intangible instructional materials” in the 2019-20 school year.\textsuperscript{139} By comparison, the budget for nearby San Diego Unified School District allocated less than one-third this amount, just $443, for all “books and supplies.”\textsuperscript{140}

The gap between true costs and prices charged is also evident in the differences between fees a given company charges different customers for the same product. For instance, the Acellus company operates its own private school through which students in states without charter schools can access its curriculum. The annual tuition for the Acellus Academy – including the cost of teachers, administrators, and all materials and technology – is just $2,490 per year.\textsuperscript{141} However, the Connecting Waters charter schools, which use Acellus as their primary curriculum provider, receive $10,235 per student (based on Average Daily Attendance) in state and local tax dollars.\textsuperscript{142} Similarly, during the COVID-19 crisis, Edgenuity offered school districts a complete turn-key package of Edgenuity programs, teachers, administration, and all associated costs for a price between $3,700 and $5,300 per student.\textsuperscript{143} Yet California taxpayers are paying over $13,000 per student to the Altus chain of charter schools, which uses Edgenuity for its core curriculum.\textsuperscript{144}

Because the Altus and Connecting Waters schools use a variety of curriculum providers rather than relying exclusively on one company, it is difficult to make an exact comparison between their per-pupil funding and the tuition charged elsewhere by their curriculum providers. But assuming that their other providers operate on a cost basis roughly similar to that of Acellus and Edgenuity, it appears likely that Californians are overpaying online charter schools by thousands of dollars per student each year.

A clearer comparison is possible in the case of national chains such as Connections Academy across different states. Even without the comparison to Pearson’s private online school, Connections Academy schools charge very different amounts for the same services, based on state funding rates rather than Connections’ actual costs. As shown in Figure 3 below, Californians pay significantly more per-pupil than some other states. Some portion of this difference may reflect differential pay rates for school staff. But the gap between California and other states’ funding rates cannot be wholly attributed to teachers’ salaries. For instance, each Connections Academy school pays 11-11.5 percent of its total revenue to Connections Education in return for treasury, marketing, and school administration services, with these payments sent to Pearson’s corporate offices in Maryland.\textsuperscript{145} However, even though administrative or treasury services performed in Maryland should cost the same no matter which school they are serving, schools based in different states pay very different rates for these services. In Oklahoma, Connections Academy pays $720 per pupil for these services; in California, Connections Academies pay $1,143 for the same services.\textsuperscript{146}
A Funding Formula That Invites Corruption

As many news reports and repeated studies have documented, the charter school industry as a whole has been fraught with corruption.147 But with lax oversight, low-cost operations, and no physical schools to inspect, online charter schools have been particularly prone to scandal.148 In 2014, Altus Institute president Mary Bixby was discovered to be simultaneously serving as a full-time employee of one Altus school, an “on-loan” employee for two other Altus schools, and a member of the Altus school board – a combination of roles that would be illegal for an employee in any traditional public school. That year, Bixby was paid $370,000 for overseeing roughly 3,000 students – more than the superintendent of nearby San Diego is paid for running a system 40 times that size.149 In 2016, the former superintendent of the Mountain Empire School District pleaded guilty to authorizing 13 different charter schools in his rural district (including online schools in the Compass and Elite Academic chains) in return for being personally paid 5 percent of the district’s oversight fee and for having his personal consulting firm hired to provide back-office services.150 And in 2019, a vice president receiving $300,000 annual pay at the Learn4Life chain was also found to be owner of a for-profit company that loaned more than $6 million to Learn4Life schools while also renting space to the chain for its central offices.151
While there is some level of corruption in all industries, the excessive funding of NCB charter schools makes this sector particularly ripe for fraud; and the scale of corruption among NCB charter school chains highlights, above all, the failure of lawmakers to adjust NCB funds in line with true operating costs.

What sets corruption in the NCB charter school industry apart is the sheer size of the embezzlement schemes that have beset this sector, both in California and across the country. The budgets of traditional public schools are based on the actual costs of running those schools, with these costs mostly in concrete, visible forms – buildings, buses, cafeterias, teachers, and administrators. Thus, while there is certainly corruption in the public sector, its scale is relatively limited. For instance, a former superintendent and several school district trustees in San Diego County’s Sweetwater Union High School District were among 18 defendants who pleaded guilty in a corruption investigation where they were accused of accepting “thousands of dollars in lavish gifts in return for building contracts” from 2008 to 2011, including restaurant meals, Lakers’ playoff tickets, Rose Bowl tickets, and a trip to Napa.152 Separately the largest public school corruption cases in recent years include a superintendent of Poway schools and a high school clerk in Orange County embezzling $345,000 and $710,000 respectively over the course of five years.153

By contrast, operators of the A3 chain of NCB charter schools were charged in 2019 with stealing more than $50 million in public funds over a period of just two and a half years.154 Similarly, the Inspire chain, which started in 2014 and grew to 35,000 students within five years, was accused that same year of operating an extensive network of self-dealing and financial malfeasance, including tens of millions of dollars in loans between various Inspire network entities, and $93 million in loans overall at interest rates up to 47 percent.155 Both these scandals came on the heels of a $165 million settlement paid by K12 Inc. in 2016 following charges of defrauding the state by submitting inflated attendance records.156

In other parts of the country as well, the online charter school industry has stood out for its unprecedented scale of corruption. Consider Lincoln Learning Solutions, for example, an online curriculum company that provides content to schools around the country (and is used by Inspire and Compass charter schools in California).157 In 2018, its founder was sentenced to 20 months in prison for diverting $8 million of public funding for a Pennsylvania charter school into privately owned companies.158 While no further charges have yet been filed, the state’s Auditor General called for reforms to Pennsylvania charter school law after discovering the school maintained a fund balance of nearly $82 million.159

Similarly, in 2016 the Ohio state auditor charged the state’s largest online charter school, the Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow, with submitting $60 million worth of attendance records for students it could not prove existed. While the school appealed its case, the auditor found that the school continued overstating its attendance, collecting an additional $19 million in 2016-17 for students whose existence it could not document.160 In August 2018, the Ohio Supreme Court ruled in support of the State Department of Education demanding repayment of a total $80 million in fraudulent enrollment claims.161
Oklahoma’s largest online charter school, EPIC, has apparently engaged in both self-enrichment and possible attendance fraud. In 2018-19, EPIC reported enrollment of over 21,000 students and received $113 million in state funding. But a State Bureau of Investigation affidavit alleged that many of these were “ghost students,” who were being homeschooled or attending private schools and had been convinced to enroll in EPIC despite receiving no services from the school. At the same time, the school’s co-founders created their own for-profit company and paid it 10 percent of total school revenues for management services. The company received more than $45 million to manage EPIC over a six-year period; yet the company had zero employees during the first four years, and only three employees in the latter two.

Finally, an online charter school in Arizona signed a contract to pay $150 per student per class, plus 22 percent of gross revenues in technology and administrative fees to a company wholly owned by the school’s founder, who also continued to serve as the school’s CEO. In 2017, the school received $44 million in public funding and paid this company $25 million. That same year, the school’s CEO took an $8.8 million “shareholder distribution” from his company. (This company, now renamed StrongMind, currently sells content to the Inspire, Compass, Olive Grove, and Elite Academic chains.)

Human nature is the same in public school districts, classroom-based charter schools, and NCB charter schools. The fact that corruption occurs on such a grand scale in the nonclassroom-based industry is not because it’s run by craftier crooks, but because funding NCB charter schools at levels significantly above their operating costs creates unprecedented opportunities for both investor profits and self-enrichment.

**The Problem with Attendance**

The importance of uncovering the true cost of operating NCB schools is further reinforced by the failure of school attendance records to serve as a reliable metric for NCB school funding. Traditional public schools are funded on the basis of their average daily attendance (the number of students who show up at school each day), which determines how many buses, classrooms, teachers, nurses, books, lunches, microscopes, and basketballs the school needs to serve its student body. For in-person education, attendance is a reasonable gauge of a school’s costs. But in NCB charter schools, few of these costs exist.

Furthermore, it’s hard to know what “attendance” means in an online context. For comparison, in distance learning classes conducted by traditional public schools during the COVID-19 pandemic, students are statutorily required to be engaged in school activities for three to four hours per day, including daily live interaction with their teacher and classmates. But there are no such legal requirements for NCB schools (indeed, most NCB learning happens without any teacher present). Yet under current law, online charter schools are still funded on the basis of average daily attendance. And because the state formally requires online students to “attend” school for the same number of days as students taught in person, the funding formula creates a perverse set of incentives for online school operators to artificially inflate their attendance numbers, which the history of online charter schools is replete with instances of.
Under California law, NCB charter schools are classified as “independent study” programs and must operate by the same principles as independent study programs offered in traditional public schools. In reality, however, charter schools are exempt from the normal standards of accountability. Brick-and-mortar schools are required to provide students a minimum number of instructional minutes per week, so teachers overseeing an independent study student (for instance, if someone is out sick for an extended period of time) must judge whether the work done by this student is equivalent to the number of instructional minutes they would be getting in person. But NCB charter schools are not required to provide any minimum number of instructional minutes per day. Instead, each charter school or each individual teacher is free to establish their own definition of what type of work merits being counted as “present” for a day.

Furthermore, because laws governing independent study were in place prior to the Charter Schools Act, it did not anticipate or contemplate NCB charter schools or LEAs offering exclusively nonclassroom-based educational programming; as a result, legal standards governing these schools are often unclear or contradictory, leaving many schools operating in a legal grey area. For instance, given that attendance is based entirely on the amount of work performed by students, it would seem particularly important for charter school teachers of those students to evaluate all work completed after providing the full complement of assignments for their students to perform. In reality, however, much of the work done by NCB charter school students is never seen by their supervising teacher; students at NCB charter schools may be required to turn in as little as one “sample” work product per semester, with students or their parents trusted to self-report that other assignments were completed. By law, if a student fails to do the required work and is not succeeding in an NCB charter school, they must be transferred back to a brick-and-mortar school, with the NCB charter school foregoing the funding attached to that student. Thus, these charter schools have a self-interest in avoiding close inspection of students’ work records. Finally, there is no public body charged with auditing an NCB charter school’s attendance records beyond the school’s authorizer. In the case of small districts authorizing larger charter schools (which is common in California), the district may lack the capacity to exercise effective oversight, and the fees provided by the charter schools may serve as an important revenue source, creating a disincentive for the authorizer to rigorously inspect charter attendance records. Certainly, many charter operators conduct their schools in an ethical manner; but the incentives created by current law all encourage misleading or fraudulent attendance records.

Attendance scandals clearly raise a substantive concern about the quality of education students are receiving in online charter schools. But above all, this type of fraud reflects a failed funding model. In some states, legislators have sought to tighten standards for defining “attendance” by requiring increased reporting and oversight. But ultimately, attendance in online charter schools is a fiction – pretending that online education works in a fundamentally similar manner to in-person education. The core mistake in state regulations is not that there are loopholes in defining attendance, but that funding for online charter schools is based on the spending formula of brick-and-mortar schools, for
which attendance serves as a measure. If online charter schools were funded on the basis of their own actual costs, the public would save hundreds of millions of dollars per year, and we wouldn’t have to struggle with enforcing attendance policies in a setting where they have no meaning.

What Is the State Paying for When It Funds “Homeschool” Charter Schools?

Perhaps the most extreme abuse of tax dollars – and the most complete evasion of education standards – comes from a subset of NCB charters that function as “homeschool” charter schools, paying for parents to choose their own curriculum and serve as their child’s primary teacher. In theory, parents cannot be paid to homeschool their children in California. State law mandates that homeschooling is only permitted if a parent creates their own private school, or the parent is themselves a credential teacher – and in either case, there is no public funding allowed for homeschooling. But the charter school industry has found a way around this law.

NCB charter schools have pioneered a funding mechanism that has made California the single most generous state for homeschooling families. These schools provide each family with an “instructional funding” budget – typically $2,000 to $3,000 per student – which parents may spend on the curricular materials and extracurricular activities of their choice. While parents are restricted to spending this money on school-approved vendors, NCB charter schools commonly offer hundreds of approved vendors, including textbooks, private tutors and online applications as well as activities such as ceramics, Tae Kwon Do, and horseback riding. For example, the Horizon Charter Schools – operating in six counties surrounding Sacramento – advertise themselves as an opportunity for parents to “get more from your home schooling experience.” The school stresses that parents may “choose your curricula… teach your kids at home.. [and] take advantage of parent-driven enrichment classes and our extensive vendor list,” all at a “free publicly-funded charter school” that provides “student funds” of $2,600 for each elementary student and $2,800 for each high school student.

Not only do parents choose the curricula at these schools, but they also serve as their child’s primary teacher. Take South Sutter charter school for example (part of the Innovative Education Management chain of schools), which describes itself as a “parent driven” school. South Sutter families are designated $2,700 for each elementary school student and $3,000 for each high school student, which they may use to purchase the products of their choice from a list of nearly 1,500 approved vendors. When a student first enrolls, the family has an intake meeting with an Education Specialist (ES) who helps them select an appropriate course of study. The student and parent then meet with their ES (online or in person) once every 20 days, but the choice of curriculum is up to the parent and “the parent/guardian serves as the day to day teacher.”
California law requires that students’ education be provided by a credentialed teacher. While “homeschool” charter schools argue that their ESs serve this function, their actual practices reveal something quite different. In many NCB “homeschool” charters, students are not required to turn in all their work, but merely to provide their supervising teachers a work “sample” once per month – or in some schools, only once per term. ESs are legally responsible for determining whether students completed their required classwork, whether the work they performed is the equivalent of attending school full-time, and what grade they deserve. Indeed, these “supervising teachers” are required by law to ensure broad quality standards. NCB charter schools are defined as “independent study” under state law. All independent study schools must provide students with the equivalent content, standards, rigor, quality, and minutes of instruction as they would receive in a traditional public school within their home district.179 It is difficult to imagine these judgments being made on the basis of one work sample submitted per term. Furthermore, because “independent study” high school teachers are only required to hold a general teaching credential – and not a credential in the specific subject matter they are teaching – it may be difficult or impossible for them to make such academic judgments.180 If a teacher lacks content expertise in physics, French, calculus, or Chinese history, how will they determine whether a given work product is the equivalent of one week’s or one month’s attendance – or judge whether students are meeting state standards? In traditional public schools where independent study classes are relatively rare exceptions, an individual teacher may find a way to work around this problem; but in an NCB charter school school where every student in every class is engaged in “independent study,” the lack of subject-matter credentials poses a more daunting problem. In all these ways, NCB ‘homeschool’ charter schools raise serious questions both about their educational quality and their adherence to state law.

In addition, the gap between the per-pupil funding received and the actual educational costs expended appears to be even more extreme for “homeschool” charters than for NCB charter schools as a whole. In most of the country, parents receive little if any public funding for homeschooling their children. Unsurprisingly, the $2,000-$3,000 per pupil discretionary funding offered to parents is viewed by many families as the primary educational value of “homeschool” charter schools. When the California Homeschool Network advises prospective parents on the most important questions families should ask before choosing a charter school, the top questions revolve around these discretionary funding accounts.181 Likewise, when NCB “homeschool” parents were asked to describe their experience for other families considering following in their footsteps, their responses focused overwhelmingly on these funds:182

- “We are … with Ocean Grove... We now get $2,200 per elementary student. We have to meet with an (Educational Specialist) once a month and turn in 4 samples (History, LA, Math, Science).”
- “Valley View Charter Prep: $2,500 a year per student. Meet Educational Specialist once a month to sign attendance forms (just scribble initials on a calendar). Turn in 2 samples for each subject in fall and in spring — doesn’t mean much, they just want to see that the numbers
improve each time they take it... One thing I really like about VVCP is that they reimburse you, so you are not restricted to just using vendors.”

- “We use Inspire and do not use their enrichment academies. Funding this year was $2,850 per child.”
- “We use Inspire with two full days of extracurricular activities a week. We also get $500 to spend on school related things. We already have a curriculum so we opted for zoo passes, sea world passes, gymnastics classes and Tae Kwon Do classes.”

When the A3 and Inspire scandals broke, public criticism focused on families who used instructional funding to buy multi-day Disneyland passes, or tickets to see the dolphins at Sea World. Indeed, the rapid expansion of the Inspire chain – gaining 35,000 students in just six years – was driven in part by advertisements that parents could use their discretionary funds for Costco, Amazon, Disneyland, private ice skating coaches, Guitar Center, or Big Air Trampoline Park. This practice skirts the legal prohibition on schools providing “things of value” to parents or students as incentive for enrollment. But even if instructional funds were restricted to traditional forms of instruction, this system still poses a radical challenge for state lawmakers: If the primary value of “homeschool” charter schools lies in providing grants of less than $3,000 to participating families, why is the state paying them $10,000 for every enrolled student?

(In 2018-19 the Inspire, Ocean Grove, South Sutter, and EPIC schools all received between $9,500 and $10,500 per pupil from the state.)

Furthermore, even the amount of funding allocated to families is significantly higher than what is typically spent on homeschooling. Mike Smith, president of the Home School Legal Defense Association – a national group that advocates for homeschooling families – reports that families not enrolled in charter schools normally don’t have to spend more than $700 per year for homeschool curriculum and books. In states where there is no funding for homeschooling, a variety of homeschool curricula are sold for a fraction of the ADA funding that California pays to NCB charter schools. Discovery K12, for instance, is a private company that provides a complete K-12 curriculum for homeschooling parents at the cost of $99 per family. Similarly Calvert Education offers a basic package of 40 online courses in language arts, math, science, history, and geography, at a cost of $400 per student per year. Those interested in a more comprehensive and accredited degree may enroll in the Calvert Academy, which offers a four-course bundle for elementary school students at $1,832 per year and a six-course bundle for high school at $2,792 per year.

A representative of the Homeschool Association of California confirms that NCB charter schools “don’t have as many fixed costs as a school that would have a large campus, paying for heat, and custodians and all of that. But yet, they get the same amount of money per student from the state.” “That’s why some of the problems have occurred,” explains Smith. “There’s so much money in it... It’s just ripe for the kind of things that are going on.”

The limitations of public records laws make it difficult to track exactly how money is being spent within NCB charter school networks, but from all available evidence it appears that
the degree of overpayment in per-pupil funding is even more extreme in “homeschool” charter schools than in the NCB charter school sector as a whole.

Schools for Students or for Profit?

One of the difficulties in knowing exactly how NCB charter schools spend their tax dollars is the fact that so many schools contract with for-profit partners to provide some of the school’s central functions, and those companies’ records are not subject to public records laws. In 2018, the California legislature made it illegal for charter schools to be operated by for-profit corporations. The goal of the legislation was to ensure that public tax dollars are used solely for the benefit of students and not to enrich private corporations. Assemblyman Kevin McCarty, author of the bill, explained that the need for change was driven home by the exposure of K12 Inc. having defrauded the state of millions of dollars through inflated attendance reports. At the time, legislative staff had identified 35 charter schools that were deemed to be managed or controlled by for-profit corporations, including California Virtual Academies by K12 Inc. and Connections Academy by Pearson. Yet even as the bill was being signed, a representative of K12 Inc. voiced confidence that the law’s language was loose enough that the company would not have to make substantial changes. Indeed, two years later it appears that this new law has failed to affect the changes its authors intended.

The 2018 law defines corporate control of a charter school in narrow terms, including hiring and firing school staff or overriding budgetary decisions of the school board. In the months leading up to the law taking effect, many charter school chains instituted superficial reorganizations in order to comply with the law. Rather than having schools directly managed by for-profit corporations, they created new non-profit organizations to legally serve as their charter school management organization, which, in turn, would contract with the same for-profit corporation to provide the school’s educational program and administrative oversight.

Connections Academy, for instance, created a new non-profit organization which legally serves as the charter maintenance organization for its schools. That organization – California Online Public Schools (CalOPS) – in turn contracts with the for-profit Pearson subsidiary Connections Education LLC. In this way, Connections Academy is declared to be an independent entity, despite the fact that the Pearson corporation includes the Academy’s revenues in the Pearson annual reports and refers to Connections Academy as “our K12 online school business.” And while every school contracts with vendors for some products or services, the Connections Education contract covers almost every aspect of the Academy’s school operations:

- Providing the entire curriculum, together with instruction and intervention resources, teacher-directed extended learning activities, and video tutorials.
- Providing, operating, and controlling the educational management IT system, which records all student personal and academic information and provides teachers with feedback on student performance.
• Personnel management, including recruiting, training, supporting, and evaluating school staff; evaluating lead school administrator; preparing policies and reports needed for state law and oversight authorities; developing the employee and school handbooks; and administrating all payroll, benefits, and background checks.

• Administering all testing and assessments of students.

• Maintaining the school’s website and computer technology.

• Providing accounting services and producing audit reports and financial reports for state, local, and federal authorities.

• Creating the school’s public information campaign, including recruiting “community coordinators” to perform public outreach.

• Comprehensive logistics services.

Furthermore, the terms of this no-bid contract are written into the charter applications submitted by Connections Academy schools. Thus, the commitment to a related for-profit corporation is cemented into the school’s very authorization. In New Mexico, the Attorney General found that nonprofit online charter schools are, in fact, controlled by for-profit corporations when schools “select curriculum providers before authorizers approve charters” and “subvert procurement statutes by awarding large sole source contracts to curriculum providers.” This “places a school in a position of dependency regarding issues of regular operation and control.”

California law makes it illegal for a private corporation to “provid[e] services to a charter school before the governing body of the charter school has approved the contract for those services.” But to the extent that legislators intended to force charter schools to first establish themselves as independent organizations and then negotiate contracts with potential vendors, this goal has been completely subverted. The Connections Academy schools are bound to the for-profit Pearson corporation before the school’s charter is even approved. In addition, while it is possible for the school to terminate its relationship with Pearson, the contract requires an extensive process of negotiation and mediation, likely ending in litigation, before a contract may be terminated – even for cause.

Such a scenario played out in 2019 when the North Carolina Connections Academy school decided to end its relationship with Pearson. The school’s Board chair determined that Pearson’s curriculum was not aligned with state standards and that, by switching to an alternative curriculum provider, the school would save $5 million per year (Pearson was being paid more than $8 million out of the school’s $17.2 million annual budget, or 48 percent, at the time). Rather than respect the school’s independence, Pearson fought bitterly to block the disaffiliation, charging that the school was doing poorly because the Board hadn’t carried out the Connections model with sufficient fidelity, and demanded to assume more complete control, including becoming the employer of all school staff. Ultimately, the State Board of Education allowed the school to end its relationship with Pearson. But the company’s response had the air of not a vendor that’s been dropped by its client, but of an owner incensed at losing control of its operation.
It would be inconceivable that a for-profit corporation could exercise this level of control over a traditional public school, just as it would be inconceivable that tens of millions of dollars designated for student funding in a traditional public school could be siphoned off to self-enrichment schemes — whether legal or illegal. California’s current ban on for-profit schools is meaningless in reality. The best way to make it meaningful is not by playing legal cat-and-mouse games with charter operators, but by aligning per-pupil funding with these schools’ true operating costs, so as to eliminate the excess profits that have proven so powerfully attractive to local scammers and multinational investors alike.

California Is Already Oversaturated with Nonclassroom-Based Schools

The geographic distribution of currently existing online schools clearly shows that there is no need for additional online charter schools; on the contrary, the state is already oversaturated with online education options. Given the poor quality of education at online charter schools, it would make sense for the state to limit the number of them to those strictly necessary in providing an alternative option for students whose needs can’t be met in brick-and-mortar schools.

In 2018-19, there were over 100 online schools operated by public school districts. This number almost certainly underestimates the extent of online education options within public school districts for two reasons. First, the 100 figure only includes stand-alone schools, without accounting for the many districts that offer online programs as part of existing schools. Second, the number of district-run online programs has grown without a doubt during the COVID-19 crisis. Nevertheless, even using this low estimate, more than 80 percent of the state’s counties have district-run online schools or programs. As shown in Map A below, most of the counties have up to five different online schools run by public school districts; Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange counties have more than 10 in each county.
With the number and reach of online schools and programs already operated by school districts, there should be no need for online charter schools. However, a series of charter school chains have opened online charter schools in almost every corner of the state, overlaying a dense network of their programs on top of the already-existing infrastructure of district-run online options. Map B illustrates the locations of those online charter schools included in our study.205

Map C is based on the same data as Map B, but instead of identifying each individual school, it shows the total number of online charter schools in each county. Only three of the state’s 58 counties – Sierra, Humboldt, and Del Norte – lack an online charter school. In most of the state however, there are at least six different online charter schools to choose from in each
county. And in the southernmost counties – Kern, Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, Orange, and San Diego – there are more than 15 online charter schools operating in each county. All of this is in addition to the district-operated online schools in those same counties.

The purpose of online schools – whether charter or district-run – is to provide an alternative for students whose needs can’t be met in classroom-based education. But these maps make clear that we are past the point where any growth in online charter schools can be rationalized as meeting a need for students who lack this option. Charter school chains may seek to expand for their own reasons; but public policy needs to consider how the state is already oversaturated with such schools.

Map B

Charter School Chains by County
Map C

Number of Online Charter Schools Per County

This map includes schools in our Universe of Schools. Count of schools per county is based on the counties that schools explicitly state they enroll students from. Schools that do not report counties that they enroll students from are excluded from this map.
Where Do We Go from Here? – Potential Policy Solutions

The data presented in this report show that online charter schools provide an inferior quality of education; that the state is wasting hundreds of millions of dollars by funding these schools at a level far above their costs; and that the state’s school system is already oversaturated with such schools. This set of challenges has been faced by many states, and over the past decade a variety of policy options have been put forward as potential means of addressing some of the most pressing problems posed by nonclassroom-based charter schools. Among the proposals put forth by policy analysts and elected officials involve:

Regulating Growth

- Prohibit public funding for online charter schools if a student’s home district already offers an online education program whose educational track record is as good or better than the charter school (parents who believe their student needs a different type of online program may appeal on a case-by-case basis).
- Cap the statewide percentage of students that can be enrolled in online charter schools (Oregon caps this at 3 percent).

Funding and Costs

- Ensure that per-pupil funding for online charter schools is in line with these schools’ actual operating costs, based on a state study of operating costs for NCB charter schools as a whole and “homeschool” charters as a special subset of these schools. End the near-universal waiver that has seen nearly all NCB charter schools funded at 100 percent the same rate as brick-and-mortar schools despite state law mandating that the typical NCB charter school receive per-pupil funding set at 70 percent the rate of a traditional public school. Higher funding rates should be reserved for schools that demonstrate increased investment in real instructional costs – such as paying educators at a rate equal to that of nearby school districts – rather than inflated vendor profits or management fees.
- Prohibit vendor fees calculated as a percent of revenues.
- Require that major curriculum or management vendors, as a condition of selling to a publicly funded charter school, provide documentation showing the lowest price at which they sell the same product or service in other locations. Public funding can only be used to pay for the lowest-available price.
- Require that authorizing districts calculate the share of their costs towards expenses NCB charter schools don’t have – including health services, cafeterias, athletics, gyms, libraries, maintenance, and transportation – and reduce per-ADA funding to NCB charter schools by this amount.
- Reduce special education funding to NCB charter schools that are not required by law to accept all students with special needs, so that more of those funds can go to schools serving these students.
Ethics and Transparency

- Charter schools must be independent of any particular vendor or content provider. This means that schools must solicit at least two bids for major curriculum, educational, and administrative services and cannot write a particular vendor into its charter application.

- For any contracts for educational content, educational services, or administrative services over a given dollar value, the part of the vendor’s business that is related to this contract must be subject to public records laws. Invoices for educational products and services must specify the exact type of service performed and the rate charged, at the greatest level of detail known to the vendor.208

- Contracts with vendors must allow the school Board to terminate the contract for cause at any time and at its sole discretion, provided reasonable notice. Prohibit mandatory arbitration or dispute resolution procedures that weaken the Board’s ability to act in the best interests of students.

- Prohibit employment contracts that make online teachers’ salaries dependent on student attendance if teachers themselves use subjective judgments to determine student attendance.

- A school district cannot authorize a charter school whose student body is more than 10 percent in size of the entire district’s student population.

Homeschooling

- Independent study programs must be formulated by a credentialed teacher who meets regularly with the student and determines a course of study and appropriate assignments and assessments. Parents cannot determine the curriculum for their children.

- Charter schools may not provide parents funds or credit for purchasing curriculum of their choice, nor may they reimburse parents for such purchases. All students in an NCB school must be using the same curriculum, as required by law for independent study.209

- All work and assignments produced by NCB charter students must be reviewed by their teacher in determining grades, completion of work, and attendance. Periodic work samples alone are insufficient.

- Public funds cannot be used to hire private tutors.

- NCB charter schools must ensure that students receive the same instructional minutes that is required of independent study students in traditional public schools.

Academic Standards

- NCB schools that score lower than other schools serving the same demographic of students for two years in a row will have their enrollment frozen until they have scores at or above the state average for two years in a row.
• NCB charter teachers must have subject-area certification for high school courses, at the same standard enforced in traditional public schools.

• Require authorizers to conduct an annual audit of each NCB charter school under their jurisdiction to determine academic quality, completion of work, and attendance. Provide adequate funding to the authorizer to conduct this audit.

Conclusion

Legislators have taken a critical step in creating a two-year hiatus for policymakers to evaluate the costs and benefits of nonclassroom-based charter schools. When charter schools of any kind expand, they impose a cost on traditional public-school students in their home districts. Yet in the case of NCB charter schools, the calculus appears to be even more lopsided – with smaller benefits and higher costs than even brick-and-mortar charter schools. This report points to serious deficiencies in the quality of education provided by NCB charter schools. It also makes clear that many NCB schools are being funded significantly above their true operating costs. Under California law, it is up to each parent to decide whether a given school will do right by their child. But for lawmakers faced with the decision of whether to expand or restrict the number of such schools, it is impossible to conclude that the state needs more NCB charter schools funded at current levels. In a time when school districts everywhere face the heartbreak of knowing they cannot provide all the services their students need and deserve, it is critical that lawmakers act as conservative stewards of the state’s tax dollars by focusing funding on the schools where it can do the greatest good for the greatest number of the state’s students.
Methodological Appendix

Defining the Universe of Schools for This Study, and Distinguishing “Primarily Online” from “Traditional Homeschool” Charter Schools.

To assess the effectiveness of California's nonclassroom-based (NCB) charter schools, we analyzed data from the California School Dashboard for the year 2018-19 in order to measure how NCB schools performed relative to the state average. For this part of the report, we focused specifically on NCB charter schools whose education is delivered primarily online.

In 2018-19, there were 313 nonclassroom-based schools, serving nearly 175,000 students, or 27 percent of all charter school students in California. But not all of these are online schools – some provide paper packets for students to pick up or in other ways support traditional homeschooling.

Under state law, a charter school is defined as “nonclassroom-based” if less than 80 percent of its student body is engaged in classroom-based education. Such schools must recertify their status at least every five years. Our investigation thus began with the list of all charter schools designated NCB between 2014-15 and 2019-20. This list included 285 schools with just over 150,000 students.

Separately from the NCB list, the state Department of Education reports schools’ status as either fully virtual, primarily virtual, primarily classroom, or entirely non-virtual. This list revealed 28 schools, with nearly 24,000 students, that were identified as either fully or primarily virtual, but were not included in our list of NCB schools. Upon examination, we determined that these schools were omitted either because they had just recently opened or because their NCB status was up for renewal but they had not yet completed that process. Adding these to the original list of NCB schools gave us a total of 313 schools with 174,827 students.

Since our first interest was in schools whose lessons are primarily conveyed online, we used each school’s unique County-District-School (CDS) code in order to match each NCB school with its reported status as either completely or primarily virtual, primarily classroom, or entirely non-virtual. There were 105 NCB schools with 67,728 students that were officially classified as fully or primarily virtual. However, schools’ virtual designations are self-reported by each school, and are not audited or enforced by the state – thus creating some difficulties in identifying the appropriate universe of schools to study. As a result, there were schools reported as non-virtual, or for which no data at all was reported, whose education is indeed delivered primarily online. For example, two California Virtual Academy schools were listed with no data indicating their virtual status. Similarly, the 6,500-student Visions in Education school is classified as “Not Virtual” despite the fact that the school advertises itself as “Northern California's leading online high school and homeschool provider.” We therefore examined the remaining NCB schools (classified as primarily classroom, entirely non-virtual, or lacking data) in order to determine which appeared to primarily offer online education. This is not always an easy determination, as some schools offer online instruction
as one of several options and some homeschool charter schools provide parents with funds to purchase the curricular products of their choice (whether online or in paper) – in which case even school administrators may not know how many of their students are learning primarily online. The latter category includes schools that consider themselves to be homeschool programs rather than “online schools” because they don’t directly offer online instruction. For our purposes, however, if the primary curriculum used by “homeschool” parents is an online application, we consider this to be a “primarily online” school. The primary goal of this study is to examine both the educational efficacy and the cost structure of online education in NCB charter schools; thus, our classification was based on how students receive their education rather than how the school self-classifies its pedagogy.

We carefully examined each school, using a number of factors to determine the extent to which students’ education is delivered online, including:

1. the school’s own description of its educational program.
2. the size of its student body (very large schools are more likely to be online, as the technology enables them to reach a more extensive population).
3. its physical presence (schools with significant classroom space are more likely to make use of tutoring or small-group instruction as a central part of an independent study curriculum).
4. whether it was part of a charter school chain whose other schools were known to offer primarily online instruction.
5. students’ and parents’ descriptions of their experience with the school (when this information was available).

In each case, we sought to make conservative judgments, considering schools to be “primarily online” only if the evidence strongly pointed to that conclusion; when the evidence was unclear, we erred on the side of excluding schools from the “primarily online” category. It is possible, of course, that some schools were misclassified. But based on the criteria described above, we are confident that the universe of schools identified provides an accurate measure of online education in NCB charter schools.

Ultimately, there were 51 schools that did not self-identify as virtual but whose educational program appeared to be primarily online. Adding these to our previous set of schools gave us a total of 156 schools with 114,964 students, comprising 49 percent of all NCB schools and two-thirds of NCB students. This is the universe of schools that serves as the primary focus of this study.

**Measuring School Demographics and Academic Performance**

To measure these schools’ demographic makeup and academic performance, we used the CDE’s 2018-19 Dashboard data files for Enrollment, English Language Arts, Mathematics, College/Career Indicator, and Graduation Rate Indicator. These provide both enrollment and performance data for the school as a whole and the following student subgroups: African
American, American Indian, Asian, Filipino, Hispanic/Latino, Pacific Islander, White, Multiple Races, English Learner, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged, Students with Disabilities, Foster youth, and Homeless youth. Using each school’s unique CDS code, we matched schools in our universe with the data in these files. Data was sufficient for 136 of our 156 schools to make this match, and this is the universe of schools we drew on for our analysis of demographics and academic performance. The one performance measure we did not include is schools’ suspension rate since it is hard to imagine what circumstances might lead to suspension in an online charter school, plus almost all the schools in our universe reported zero suspensions; thus, we concluded this was not a meaningful comparison.

Some charter school operators have asserted that graduation rates are an inaccurate measure of their schools’ performance because they fail to account for the higher rate of student mobility in online charter schools.217 To the extent this is true, the numbers reported both in the California Dashboard data and in national studies may underestimate these schools’ true graduation rates. However, CREDO 2015 and Bueno 2020 found that online charter school students were not more highly-mobile than those in traditional public schools before they enrolled in an online charter school, and that it appears the increased mobility of online charter school students is an effect of those schools rather than a characteristic of their student populations. For this reason, we treat the reported graduation rates as accurate measures of the schools’ performance.

In addition to reporting the raw data, we wanted to get an idea of how each school compared relative to the rest of the state. Until 2014, California published the Academic Progress Index, which included a statistical ranking of each school’s performance against demographically similar schools, but this measure has been discontinued. We initially sought to recreate a similar statistical measure that could control for a broad range of factors while comparing schools’ performance. In conversation with the California Department of Education, however, CDE informed us that they no longer have the data required to create such a measure and, further, that the state would not support efforts to recreate something like the API, as it had decided the multiple measures included in the Dashboard are preferable to condensing each school’s performance into a single measure. To gauge each school’s performance, then, we assessed each school in four ways. First, we compared each of the school’s performance indicators to the statewide average for that indicator. Second, using the complete state datafiles, we constructed a table of ranked percentile scores for each indicator and identified each school’s percentile rank for each of the indicators. Third, we examined each school’s population distribution among the student subgroups identified in the Dashboard, and we compared each school’s relative share of each subgroup to the state average. Finally, we compared educational outcomes for each subgroup to statewide average educational outcomes for that subgroup. In this manner, we have sought to provide a measure of each school’s academic achievement relative to schools with demographically similar populations.
Appendix B:

Course Description – English 10A, California Connections Academy

English 10 A

Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 10. In this course, the student will explore the timeless themes of world literature, including works from the Americas, Europe, and Africa. In reading these diverse selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding of fiction genres, including classics, contemporary fiction, poetry, and drama. The student will also read Mark Twain's *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. John Steinbeck's novella *Of Mice and Men* may be read instead of *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. In reading these American literature selections and creating a multimedia presentation, the student will understand longer works of literature in their historical and literary context. Writing instruction guides the student through the process of composing expository and analytical essays. It also provides opportunities for the student to write creatively; the student will compose a short story and poem.

Throughout the course, the student expands his vocabulary in context. The mastery of both critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the student become a more thoughtful and effective reader and writer.

Units:
- The Literature of the Americas
- The Literature of the Americas II
- *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*
- Europe I
- Europe II
- Africa
- Semester Review and Exam

Online Text/eBook
- eText Reading the World
- eText The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
- eText The Importance of Being Earnest
- eText Writing with Power Grade 10
Appendix C:

Course Description – English 10A, Pearson Online Academy

English 10 A
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 10. In this course, the student will explore the timeless themes of world literature, including works from the Americas, Europe, and Africa. In reading these diverse selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding of fiction genres, including classics, contemporary fiction, poetry, and drama. The student will also read Mark Twain’s *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. John Steinbeck’s novella *Of Mice and Men* may be read instead of *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. In reading these American literature selections and creating a multimedia presentation, the student will understand longer works of literature in their historical and literary context. Writing instruction guides the student through the process of composing expository and analytical essays. It also provides opportunities for the student to write creatively; the student will compose a short story and poem.

Throughout the course, the student expands his vocabulary in context. The mastery of both critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the student become a more thoughtful and effective reader and writer.

Units:
- The Literature of the Americas
- The Literature of the Americas II
- *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*
- Europe I
- Europe II
- Africa
- Semester Review and Exam

Online Text/eBook
- eText Reading the World
- eText *The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*
- eText *The Importance of Being Earnest*
- eText *Writing with Power Grade 10*
Endnotes

1 All numbers from California Department of Education. CDE lists 285 schools having received an NCB funding determination, with total enrollment of 150,899. But there were an additional 28 charter schools that classified themselves as either fully or primarily virtual, with total enrollment of 23,928. These schools were in between funding determinations but are, in fact, non-classroom-based schools, so they are included in our total figure.


6 While digital education products are used in traditional public schools, they are most often used as supplementary products that teachers may assign to provide students with exercises to complement in-class instruction. Thus the education technology industry has long looked to charter schools as its most inviting market. See for example James Marshall Crotty, “Reed Hastings on How to Build a $20 Billion Education Juggernaut,” Forbes, May 11, 2012, https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesmarshallcrotty/2012/05/11/reed-hastings-on-what-it-takes-to-grow-a-20-billion-education-company/?sh=7ae60a9a4085.


9 The one Dashboard measure not included here is the rate of student suspensions. Almost all online charter schools reported zero suspensions, and since it is difficult to imagine circumstances under which one might be expelled from an online charter school, we omitted this measure.


12 Where there is no bar representing online charter schools, this indicates that there were too few members of a given demographic group taking the test in online charter schools, making it impossible to create a composite score for that measure. The one exception to this is the statewide average math score for white students. This score was 1.4 points above the standard, so close to zero that no bar shows up on a chart at the scale shown.


The authors note that these results were consistent across racial-ethnic subpopulations and students in poverty. (James L. Woodworth et al., *Online Charter School Study: 2015, Center for Research on Education Outcomes*, https://credo.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/sbybj6481/online_charter_study_final.pdf.)


24. For instance, California Connections Academy's High School curriculum (https://www.connectionsacademy.com/california-online-school/curriculum/high-school/courses#/, accessed October 19, 2020) is nearly identical with that of Pearson Online Academy (https://www.pearsononlineacademy.com/curriculum/high-school/high-school-classes#/, accessed October 19, 2020). If one clicks on any of the class titles, the more detailed descriptions are also identical.


26. This figure does not include federal funding. Based on 2018-19 data from unaudited actual financial statements, filed on SACS Alternate form, for the four Connections Academy schools active in that school year (North Bay, Ripon, Central and Capistrano), in 2018-19 these four schools had combined total ADA of 5,514 and total state and local funding of $55.5 million, averaging. Total of $10,062 in state and local funding per ADA. LCFF funding was increased by a COLA factor of 3.26% in 2019-20 and 0% in 2020-21. (https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/pa/lcfcola.asp.) Thus, current state and local funding is estimated as 2018-19 funding multiplied by 1.0326.

27. Tuition fees reported by Pearson Online Academy, telephone communication with Jennifer Smith, Oct 12, 2020.

28. The true number may be even higher. Pearson provides a 5% discount for students who register before July 31 of a given year. (https://www.pearsononlineacademy.com/enroll/private-school-tuition) Since CDE notifies schools of the Principal Apportionment (the monthly funding they will receive) as of July 20 of each year (https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/pa/papayschedule.asp), this would seem to qualify for the 5% discount. In that case, HS tuition would be $6,536 per year, and the difference between per-pupil funding provided by California taxpayers and that required for private tuition would be $3,854.

29. As of 2019-20, there were six Connections Academy schools with total enrollment of 6,377. https://www.cde.ca.gov/schooldirectory.

30. The cost structure of education technology vendors is not subject to public records requirements under current law. Thus, if a charter school contracts with a curriculum provider or management company – even if this company is affiliated with the school's parent corporation – the public can see the contract between the school and its provider, but has no way of knowing how the price charged relates to the actual cost of the products and services in question – or if the vendor provides these same products and services to other customers at a significantly lower price.


33. All numbers from California Department of Education. CDE lists 285 schools as having received an NCB funding determination, with total enrollment of 150,899 students. But there were an additional 28 charter schools that classified themselves as either fully or primarily virtual, with total enrollment of 23,928. These schools were in funding determinations but are, in fact, nonclassroom-based schools, so they are included in our total figure.


While digital education products are used in traditional public schools, they are most often used as supplementary tools that teachers may assign to provide students with complementary exercises to in-class instruction. Thus, the education technology industry has long looked to charter schools as its most inviting market. See for example James Marshall Crotty, “Reed Hastings on How to Build a $20 Billion Education Juggernaut,” Forbes, May 11, 2012, https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesmarshallcrotty/2012/05/11/reed-hastings-on-what-it-takes-to-grow-a-20-billion-education-company/?sh=7ae60a9a4085.


The one Dashboard measure not included here is the rate of student suspensions. Almost all online charter schools reported zero suspensions, and since it is difficult to imagine circumstances under which one might be expelled from an online charter school, we omitted this measure.
The study also found that K12 Inc. schools' per-pupil spending for students with special needs was less than half of the state average in states where K12 schools were located. This suggests that even among a smaller population of students with special needs, K12 enrolls those with comparatively mild needs.

Some charter operators have asserted that graduation rates are an inaccurate measure of their schools' performance because they fail to account for the higher rate of student mobility in online charter schools. See, for example, Katrina Abston, "Response to In The Public Interest Report," California Virtual Academies, February 26, 2015, https://cava.k12.com/response-to-in-the-public-interest-report.html. To the extent this is true, the numbers reported both in the California Dashboard data and in national studies may underestimate these schools' true graduation rates. However, studies discussed elsewhere in this report have found that online charter students were not more highly mobile than those in traditional public schools before they enrolled in an online charter school, and that it appears the increased mobility of online charter students may be an effect of those schools rather than a characteristic of their student populations (see CREDO 2015 and Bueno 2020). For this reason, we treat the reported graduation rates as accurate measures of the schools' performance.
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